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• CATERPILLAR MIMICS —  University of Montana researcher Erick 
Greene is studying a unique caterpillar with a particularly 
clever defense mechanism: It tailors its appearance to fit the 
season. Greene, an assistant professor of zoology, discovered 
that the spring and summer caterpillar broods of the moth Nemoria 
arizonaria, though identical when they hatch, develop into two 
distinct forms, each matching the seasonal condition of their 
host oak trees. Spring caterpillars develop into perfect mimics 
of oak catkins (the tree's male flowers), while members of the 
summer brood, hatched after the catkins are gone, are living 
likenesses of bare oak twigs. Greene currently has "perfect" 
examples of live caterpillars of both forms in his lab, but warns 
that they will only remain at their current stage for a few days. 
He also has color photographs of both forms. His study of this 
caterpillar's dual identity will be featured on the David 
Attenborough nature program "The Trials of Life" on Turner 
Network Television next week, and was recently filmed for an 
upcoming broadcast of "The Infinite Voyage." For more 
information, call Greene at 243-2179 or 243-5122.
• DEMYSTIFYING CHEMISTRY -- Consumers can uncover the truth 
behind toothpaste and the secrets of soap in UM's introductory 
level course Chemistry for the Consumer. Spring students have 
already learned to make those household products and a wide range 
of others, from aspirin to fertilizer. And the class will be 
offered again this summer. The point of the course, says 
Professor Forrest Thomas, "is to make an absolute non-chemist be 
aware that practically all of the household products they use are 
chemicals and that there's nothing deep and mysterious about 
chemicals." Even if students don't go on to make their own 
vinegar or face cream, he says, they should emerge from the 
course as savvy consumers who know how to read labels and select 
products for their contents, not their advertising campaigns.
This quarter's course meets Tuesdays and Thursdays from 9:10 to 
10 a.m., with a Monday lab from 1:10 to 3 p.m. The summer course 
will meet from 9 to 10:20 a.m. Monday through Thursday during 
first session, June 24-July 19. For more information, call 
Thomas at 243-2692 or 243-4022.
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